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"Innocent Until
Proven Guilty"
Not if you are accused of abuse
Britain has an enviable and deserved reputation
for upholding freedom, equality, truth and
justice. We have gone to war to end trynany,
defeat terrorism and ensure just outcomes for
oppressed people. We did so almost 100 years
ago, then 25 years later and more recently in
the Falklands and in Afghanistan.

Each time we have argued that the values we
hold dear as a nation are so precious that we
must fight, to the death if necessary, to
preserve them.

Millions of soldiers, airman and navy personnel
have given their lives honouring these values
and believing that they would be cherished for
ever.

How they must weep knowing, as we that are
left behind know, that Britain is no longer a
place for truth seekers, that once cherished
values have become meaningless, and that the
fight for justice, for which they were prepared
to lay down their lives, has been hijacked by
those who seek vengeance not the truth.

As a nation we must be concerned about recent
accounts of celebrity scandal and the re-‐

emergence, however bizzarre, of past care
home practice in North Wales and elswhere.

But we must never abandon, as we seem to
have done, the presumption of innocence until
proven guilty, the right to a fair hearing and the
right for the innocent to be exonerated.

We must always keep in mind, no matter the
circumstances, age, gender, or status of
individuals that any allegations they make are
just that -‐ allegations not facts. Believable yes -‐
but not necessarily true.

We must not allow individuals to terrorise, as
they are doing, innocent people and must fight
every tendency, whether it be in the media, the
official musings of bureaucrats, or in statements
made by those with vested professional
interests, to forget the real meaning of truth
and of justice.

The fact is that the resultant pre-‐occupation
and moral panic over abuse allegations in our
culture is often misplaced, and has given way to
a new form of cultural terrorism. Sexual abuse,
in all its forms is abhorrent but being falsely
accused of sexual abuse is also truly terrifying.
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Falsely Accused Carers and Teachers

Committee and Editorial Team

FACT is managed by a national committee

Chairman: Vacant

Secretary: sec@factuk.org

01564 742 002

Treasurer: akalibry@btinternet.com

Membership: Joy and Ian
(until new arrangements are established)

01594 529 237

In addition there are six other committee members
each of whom can be contacted via the secretary

Contact Details

General Correspondence and FACT business

The Secretary

PO Box 15971

Solihull, B93 3GG

sec@factuk.org

01564 742 002

FACTion, website and member's help-‐line

michael@factuk.org

02920777 499

FACTion:
FACTion is produced at quarterly intervals at the national
committee's discretion and provided free of charge to
members.

The views contained in FACTion do not necessarily
represent the views of FACT or its national committee.

The editorial team welcomes articles for publication of
between 150 and 1500 words. These should be sent by
email to michael@factuk.org or by post to FACTion, PO
Box 15972, Solihull, B93 3GG

The editorial team reserve the right to edit any article or
letter sent for publication.

All submissions must be accompanied by the author's
name and address which, on request, may be withheld
from publication.

Contributors are reminded that FACTion is also published
on the internet and thereby is, potentially, available for
everyone to see and read.

EDITORIAL
Firstly may I wish all our readers a happy
new year. We are acutely aware that for
many of you Christamas has been a torrid
time marked by anxiety, separation, and
loss. Some of you we know have also been
very unwell.
To you and your families in particular we
send our very best wishes for brighter
times, and hope that as 2013 progresses it
will be a better year for you all.
This will be the last time FACTion will
appear in this format. This is due mainly to
the present editor retiring (after holding the
position for in excess of six years), and to
the increasing cost of publication and
distribution (now costs approximately £10
per year per person).
I would like to thank all those who have
sponsored FACTion in the past, our
advertisers for helping keep our costs
down, and everyone who has contributed
ideas or articles for publication. It has
made my task much easier than it might
have been,
In particular I would also like to thank you -‐
the reader, for making the task so worth
while.
We very much hope that we shall continue
with a new newsletter, probably in
electronic form, and know that many of you
will be anxious to keep in touch. Special
arrangements could be made for those
without access to email.
Elswhere in this edition you will find details
of arrangements we are making to bridge
the communication gap, and how we intend
to keep FACT members, including those in
prison, upto date with FACT news.
In the meantime we wish you all a happy
new year.
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A Christmas Gift
Worth Treasuring

On 5th December

South Wales Against

Wrongful Conviction

(SWAWC), Falsely

Accused Carers and

Teachers (FACT), and

the False Accusation

Support Organisation

(FASO) presented

copies of the late

Richard Webster’s

meticulously researched books “The Great Children’s

Home Panic” and “The Secret of Bryn Estyn” to

members of the Welsh Assembly.

The event, which was organised by SWAC, was part

of a joint effot to ensure that Welsh Assembly

members and relevant agencies were given an

oppportunity to learn the real truth of what

happened at Bryn Estyn, and in North Wales care

homes.

Despite a good turnout however, the event was

somewhat overshadowed on the day by an

announcement in the Assembly and in the media

concerning Wales' perilous financial position.

A FACT spokesman said that given recent

developments in Wales the 'Secret of Bryn

Estyn' remains essential reading for all who really

want to discover the truth about Bryn Estyn.

FACT intends to follow up this initiative and will

write to every Assembly Member to see if they have

read either book.

We are particularly grateful to Dr Eady, SWAWC and

FASO for their support , and to all FACT members

who attended on the day.

The Macur

Review

Following recent concerns, reported in the
media, that (prior to 2000) young people
resident at North Wales childrens' homes were
subject to abuse by leading politicians and
others not directly connected to the homes, the
Government has asked Mrs Justice Macur to
undertake an independent review of whether
or not all allegations made at that time were
fully investigated.

The inquiry's terms of reference are:-‐
"To review the scope of the Waterhouse
inquiry, and whether any specific allegations of
child abuse falling within the terms of reference
were not investigated by the Inquiry, and to
make recommendations to the Secretary of
State for Justice and the Secretary of State for
Wales."

It is our understanding that the review is only
concerned with whether or not all the
allegations concerning children who were in
care in the former county council areas of
Gwynedd and Clwyd during the period 1974 to
2002 and made to theWaterhouse Tribunal
were investigated at that time.

It would appear that Mrs Justice Macur is only
interested in allegations that were made to the
WATERHOUSE TRIBUNAL and not any new
allegations that might surface now. However
should they receive any new allegations they
will be passed on to North Wales Police.

The review has published an issues paper which
is available on on-‐line at http://
www.justice.gov.uk/about/macur-‐review

FACT will be making its own submission to the
review.

If you have, or think you might be affected by
these developments and need advice please
contact FACT.
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The current avalanche of allegations, which no
doubt include a core of genuine disclosures but
whose ‘growth pattern’ shows a relationship to
publicity inspired by personal injury (PI) lawyers
has prompted me to write this. This is sure to
mean that some people are being falsely
accused, in the hope, by their accusers, of getting
financial payouts. I’d like to help forewarn such
people that the concept of a fair trial will not
apply.

_________________________

The trial process will reverse the burden of
proof.

This will apply particularly if the timing of the
alleged offences is too long ago for there to be
either forensic evidence or verifiable collateral
evidence from witnesses.

Timing is likely to be vaguely stated or subject to
successive adjustment by the prosecution so as
to undermine any alibi defence. For the same
reason, no third party evidence that nothing
untoward occurred at that time in that place can
be adduced because the complainant is allowed
to adjust the alleged timing.

Previous mandatory requirements for judges to
warn juries about the dangers of believing the
uncorroborated evidence of complainants of
sexual offences no longer apply. Likewise, such a
warning is no longer necessary where the
witnesses are children. In other words, even
though it is a legal principle in all cases that the
burden of proof falls to the prosecution, and that
the benefit of the doubt should be given to the
accused, judges are no longer obliged to instruct
juries about the dubious reliability of
unsupported evidence.

In addition, non-‐sexual allegations associated

with the alleged sex offence, may be similarly
exempted from ‘Corroboration’ requirements.
For example, the complainant might allege
commercial fraud or illicit job preferment was
used to coerce sexual compliance.

The prosecution will be free to deploy witnesses
giving unevidenced, tenuous opinions as
evidence of the accused’s bad character.
Comparable evidence against the complainant, if
not disqualified by the judge, may in any event
be perceived as persecution of the alleged
victim.

The trial itself will be planned by the prosecutor
so as to give early prominence to accounts that
evoke the emotion of disgust. The normal
human mind has great difficulty in setting aside
such images and feelings thus ‘planted’. Jurors
are thus unconsciously biased against the
accused, within the first hour of the trial. (I recall
a social event when pumpkin tart was boycotted
by 90% of participants after one with a
scatological sense of humour remarked loudly on
the supposed resemblance to excreta of the pie
filling. I guarantee that this image will persist in
the reader’s mind).

Photographs, if available, will be used selectively
and without context. For example, a photo of a
congratulatory hug, in front of dozens of
witnesses who were not ‘in shot’, can be
presented as an assault.

There being no objective evidence, the case will
turn on who the jurors assess as telling the truth,
giving the advantage to practised liars.

Even if jurors feel uncertain they may, in the
absence of an appropriate warning from the
judge, choose to err in favour of the prosecution

It seems to me .... A letter from Kevin Donaldson
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in the (entirely wrong) belief that the Court of
Appeal will sort it out if they are wrong.

The court makes the assumption that jurors are
able to discern who is lying and who is telling the
truth. In fact the scientific evidence, such as it is,
shows that, on average, randomly selected groups
correctly discern truth and lie-‐telling 54% of the
time. That is slightly better than the toss of a coin.
(Given the daily evidence of successful scams,
insurance mis-‐selling etc, this figure is
unsurprising).

If Judge James Pickles is representative, judges
believe jurors to be much more perceptive than
this. Commenting in 2005 against the proposal for
no-‐jury, 3-‐judge, trials for complex fraud, Judge
Pickles averred: “Jurors do not need to understand
the

evidence. They can use their common sense to
decide who is lying”.

Technical evidence of truthfulness, such as
polygraph or fMRI evidence, is not allowed in
court.

Testimonials of the accused’s truthfulness and
impeccable character from defence witnesses will
be reframed as evidence of the accused’s
Machiavellian skill at concealing his dark and
secret side.

One of the saddest facts is that many of the most
skilfully dishonest complainants were victims of
sexual abuse, as children in hermetic
environments, usually their family homes. This is
because their abusers actively groomed them in
the skills of deception and dissembling. Thus they

are accomplished liars even at primary school. For
social workers and associated workers, these
plausible children present the greatest
professional challenges.

As one of Josephine Hart’s characters says in her
novel 'Damage', “Damaged people are dangerous.
They know they can survive”.

Kevin Donaldson, HMP Full Sutton, Dec 2012

Notes and References
With acknowledgements and thanks to Ros
Burnett for assistance with the references.

Section 32(1) of the Criminal Justice and
Public Order Act 1994 abrogated the need
for a trial judge to warn the jury of the
dangers of acting on the uncorroborated
evidence of an alleged victim of a sexual
offence.

Section 34(2) of the Criminal Justice Act
1988 abolished the requirement for a
warning in respect of sworn evidence given
by “children of tender years”.

Cooper, S. (1995) ‘Jury warnings: the
exercise of judicial discretion’, Web
Journal of Current Legal Issues, 4.
HYPERLINK "http://www.ncl.ac.uk/
~nlawwww/articles4/cooper4.html"
http://www.ncl.ac.uk/~nlawwww/
articles4/cooper4.html

Croucher C.J., Calder A.J., Ramponi C.,
Barnard P.J., Murphy F.C. (2011) ‘Disgust
enhances the recollection of negative
emotional images’, PLoS ONE 6(11):
e26571. Available online: HYPERLINK
"http://www.plosone.org/article/info
%3Adoi
%2F10.1371%2Fjournal.pone.0026571"
http://www.plosone.org/article/info
%3Adoi
%2F10.1371%2Fjournal.pone.0026571

Bond, C. F., Jr., and DePaulo, B.M. (2006).
‘Accuracy of deception judgments’,
Personality and Social Psychology Review,
10, 14–234.
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This item has been removed as we
do not have permission to publish

it on the internet.

McSparran McCormick

McSparran McCormick is a Glasgow based, family
firm of solicitors who have a well deserved
reputation for advocacy, and for friendly,

efficient and professional service.

• We firmly believe that everyone has a right to justice.

• We specialise in educational, employment, adult
incapacity, criminal law and civil litigation

If you have been falsely or wrongly accused contact

McSparran McCormick

Waterloo Chambers

19 Waterloo Street,

Glasgow, G2 6AH

Tel: 0141 248 7962

Email:mail@mcsparranmccormick.co.uk

Website: www.mcsparranmccormick.co.uk

It is with sadness that we report the news of

Ralph Taylor passing. He died on the 22nd of

December following a long illness. Ralph was a

highly respected Head of Ty Mawr Approved

School and was awarded with a MBE for his work

with children. He will be sadly missed .

Christmas Vigil
We are sorry that,
due to the weather,
we had to cancel

this year's Christmas Vigil.
We are grateful to all those
FACT members who set aside
time on the 19th December to
remember in the privacy of their
own homes all those who were,
(or have been) in prison as a
result of false allegations.

Thinking of You

Our thoughts are also
with North Wales
FACT members
as they mourn

the loss of a dear friend
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This item has been removed as we
do not have permission to publish

it on the internet.
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The Court of Appeal (Criminal Division)
Anual Report (January 2012)

The Annual Report of the Court of Appeal (Criminal

Division) shows that it heard appeals against conviction

and sentence more quickly last year than in previous

years.

In the legal year October 2011 -‐ September 2012 the

average time of cases disposed of by the Court over the

previous 12 months was 7.8 months for conviction cases

where leave to appeal was granted or the case referred

to the full Court (compared with 9.3 months in 2010/11)

and 4.5 months for sentence cases (compared with 4.6

months in 2010/11).

Other statistics published in the report show:

* A six per cent increase in the total number of

applications compared with the previous year (7,442 in

2011/12 compared with 6,972 in 2010/11).

* The Court received 5,711 applications to appeal

sentences (compared with 5,481 in 2010/11) and 1,731

applications to appeal convictions (compared with 1,491

in 2010/11).

* Almost 73% of conviction applications considered

during the year were refused by a single judge. 65% of

sentence applications were refused by a single judge.

* The Court heard 377 full conviction appeals

(compared with 535 the previous year) and 2,001 full

sentence appeals (compared with 2,004 the previous

year). In addition it dealt with 1,341 applications for

leave to appeal conviction (compared with 1,251 the

previous year) and 4,469 applications for leave to

appeal sentence (compared with 4,039 the previous

year).

* On average (taken over a three year period) 11% of

conviction applications and 25% of sentence

applications received are successful.

The Attorney General referred 98 potentially unduly

lenient sentences pursuant to section 36 of the Criminal

Justice Act 1988 (compared with 102 cases in 2010/11).

Of those cases dealt with by the full Court, 73 resulted

in an increase in sentence.

The Court also received 97 confiscation cases (compared

to 102 cases in 2010/11). It also received 33 prosecution

appeals under section 58 Criminal Justice Act 2003

(compared to 28 in 2010/11); one application under

part 10 Criminal Justice Act 2003 for retrial for serious

offences ('double jeopardy') and nine interlocutory

applications (compared to 16 in 2010/11).

The Royal Courts of Justice

This item has been removed as we dont not
have permission to post it on the internet
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We are often approached by professionals who
work in positions of trust who have been falsely
accused and feel let down by their employers.
Typically the accusations made against them are
part of a wider agenda. The accused not only has to
contend with poor investigative practice but also a
widespread and unshakable presumption of guilt.
This assumption mostly appears to be based either
on the fallacy that the complainants would not lie,
or a zero tolerance of any one who been accused
or suspected of wrong-‐doing -‐ even though there is
compelling evidence of their innocence.

This story (which has been changed in places to
preserve confidentiality) is typical of many that we
hear.

Background:
My nightmare began while I was a tutor at a
college, a job that I enjoyed but one which was
beset with organisational chaos and inter-‐personal
difficulty.

Following a change of management there was
conflict with new management and the Director.

I felt bullied to fiddle recruitment, attendance,
retention and success figures against my Christian
beliefs. When I refused I became the victim of
bullying and intimidation by the College
Management.

Working in isolation and given the nature of the
students I worked with, it was not uncommon for
accusations to be made against members of staff. It
was an occupational hazard. Whilst all complaints
were investigated common sense would prevail but
under the new Management those subject to
allegations were treated differently. As an accused
person I became aware that they wanted to
squeeze me out and used allegations to do it.

1st False Allegation:
A volunteer member of staff who had been
dismissed for improper conduct made an
allegations that I had been party to a 'sexual
conversation' that made him uncomfortable. I was
duly suspended and investigated (for 6 months
with full pay). When the Police questioned the

accuser, he backed down claiming he had invented
it to get me in trouble. I was returned to work with
a ridiculous cautionary warning not to get in any
more trouble.

2nd False Allegation:
After six months I was told by my boss to 'get an
absent student back or finish his folder for him' so
he got the qualifications, I did everything I could to
get the ADHD, 'weed' drug-‐affected, challenging
student back in, without success.

After sending a motivational text with 'only an idiot
quits a 12 week course in week 10' allegations
were made that I: i) swore, ii) intimidated, iii)
stalked, iv) assaulted the student and v) sent an
aggressive text to the students mum.

I was again duly suspended again (for 7 months on
full pay) whilst they conducted an investigation
into the allegations.

I knew I was innocent and challenged their
conclusions as their evidence was flawed. I think
they were hoping I would just walk so they could
close the investigation.

I was dismissed for swearing at and intimidating
students and for sending a rude text, even though
there was evidence to the contrary in the
statements that were compiled.

Appeal:
Knowing I was innocent and had been 'stitched up',
I complained to the Governors and whistle-‐blew
the management's bullying, statistical dishonesty
and illegal activity. I furnished them with evidence
the management were claiming money for
students that were not completing the courses.
They wrongly upheld the College decision and
threatened me to 'keep quiet'.

I appealed to an Employment Tribunal but as I'd
been on a low wage as a working single parent, and
a little naive as I'd never been in a similar situation
before, I appointed a no-‐win-‐no-‐fee solicitor to
look after my case, on the advice of the CAB.

They negotiated a 'hush-‐money' deal against my
wishes with the college (documented) and sent me
a cheque in an envelope. I banked it as evidence of
'the bribe', but advised the Governors the matter

This is my story ....
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was not closed.

During this time, I also learned my ex-‐employers
had informed the Independent Safeguarding
Authority that I was some kind of deviant, and they
conducted their own investigation into me.

They found no reason to list me as unsuitable to
work with children or vulnerable adults but the
whole affair is now permanently recorded on my
CRB (now DBS) even though it's never been
investigated by the Police, and the Police have had
copies and intelligence regarding the bullying and
intimidation that led to my unfair removal from
post.

I was refused an employment reference even
though I won a coveted award and had an
impressive success record. This action rendered
me unfairly unemployed, and unemployable in any
care or teaching role. I looked for jobs in other
fields, took courses to improve my chances and did
everything I could to upturn this decision.
Unfortunately for me, CRB's have became more
prevalent (even for warehouse, shop work or
driving jobs) and I started to notice opportunities
and doors being slammed in my face even though I
have done nothing wrong.

The Police have a duty to uphold public order, yet I
found they turned a blind eye when the college
bullied their staff, and covered up for their criminal
activity by not conducting an investigation. They
have a lot of accurate intelligence, and the College
Management were even found to have lied in their
own investigation.

At this time, I've invoiced the Police for my 'down
time' in an attempt to get attention, so they will
take the investigation invitation seriously. The
Police Solicitor has said he will get back to me, but
I expect I will have to take them to court if/when
they fail to pay their invoices on time. They have
already amended the CRB statements when I
pointed out they were disseminating dis-‐
information about me, effectively admitting guilt
on their part.

Clearing my Name:
I referred the matter to: the Skills Funding Agency,
Offsted, my MP, the ISA, CRB Office, my local
Police Service, the Police Authority, Independent
Police Complaints Commission, the newly
appointed Police Commissioner, Her Majesty's

Inspector of Constabulary, City and Guilds, Offqual,
the High Sheriff, the College's Delivery Partner,
the Dept. Of Education, the Dept. of Innovation
and Skills, the Dept. of Justice, the Dept. of Victims,
the Dept. of Work and Pensions, the Job Centre,
the Employment Tribunal Services, ACAS, the
Citizens Advice Bureau, the Legal Ombudsman and
the Office of Fair Trading.

Most have been unhelpful and claimed the matter
was 'not within their remit'.

A politician advised me the only way I could
possibly clear my name would be to sue the
students who made allegations, or seek a legal
ruling that the details on my CRB should be
expunged given the investigation conclusions were
unsafe.

I have since written to my accusers, the college, its
delivery partner and the Police detailing this was
my only option. The college have replied that their
position has not changed. The Police have passed
the matter to a solicitor and I await his response,
but I have not heard back from anyone else.

A Monster in our Midst:
If I was a woman, old, gay, disabled or from an
ethnic minority agencies would not be allowed to
discriminate against me in respect of employment
matters and job applications as there is a law
preventing them.

It seems that because I have a 'dirty' CRB they can
do what they want, and get away with it. Most say
'there were other stronger candidates' and then
re-‐advertise the same job without excuse,
explanation or apology. The equality laws should
apply to everyone for any reason, we are not all
equal under the law, something needs to be done.

Job Centre:
The Job Centre were made aware of my
circumstances but claimed 'I made myself
unemployed' and initially barred me from benefits
for 3 months even though I have children to
support. This period drained most of my savings
accounts. After 2 years my mortgage benefits
ceased and there is now no help available until I
am inevitably evicted (maybe 2 years, and only
then if my youngest is still under 19). As I have not
been able to make mortgage payments, insurance
or other bills, I am effectively squatting in my house,
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running up living bills until I am evicted and eventually
declared bankrupt.

The Work Program:
I was referred to the 'work programme' to help me get a
job after a period of unemployment. I advised them that
the barriers were: no employment history or reference
and the unfair dirty CRB. As I had been a successful
tutor, I even offered to volunteer there so I could get a
reference from them to help me get work, and help
them out at the same time with my expertise. They
refused with no good reason, when I challenged the
manager she said '...Given your past...' when I
challenged her statement, she told people I was
'threatening' and put me on a 'warning list' even though
I have never been aggressive to anyone or even had an
argument with her.

After 9 months of their complaints procedure, I was
informed that I was removed from their register and
sent back to the Job Centre. I found out this was untrue,
the Work Program still claim me as a client to hide me
from Official Statistics! They have failed to help me find
a job and discriminated against me based on the
unqualified, contested, unfair information on my CRB. I
logged a complaint with the Independent Case Examiner
which is ongoing at this time but I don't hold out much
hope of justice.

Employers:
When applying for jobs, I truthfully state that I have no
criminal offences. When I am asked about my ex-‐
employers I state that I worked for 7 years with
challenging students and moved on to do something
else. For some reason I am unable to secure a job and
never get an honest, clear answer. After one interview,
the ex-‐employers personnel director was 'offered' to me
as a friend on a social network site, is suggesting she
had 'checked out my profile' for some reason.

I cannot prove discrimination, but I applied for a
position with an employer in November 2011. The CRB
didn't get returned by the Police until almost six months
later by which time the job had gone. When I wanted to
know why the employer had not held the position until
he had seen the CRB he became angry. This has also
happened with a several charities that I volunteered
with, and hoped to help out.

A Crumb of Comfort:
Commenting on the Lord McAlpine story Nigel Farage,

Leader of UKIP, stated on BBC Question Time (15/11/12)
that he (Lord McAlpine)

"has had these horrible allegations made against
him, he's quashed them quickly, he will get
recompense, and nobody will ever think long-‐term,
the worse of him. But, how many other people out
there lose their jobs? How many other people out
there are forbidden from ever working with children
again, on the basis that accusations get made but
never backed up by firm evidence?

We must be very, very careful as a society, that we
do not do away with the principle that everybody is
innocent until proven guilty."

It's a question that politicians should not only ask of
themselves but also one which requires them to re-‐
assert the presumption of innocence irrespective of
whether it concerns civil law (as in employment) or the

criminal law.

Correction
In our previous edition we
inadvertently described
Dr Michael Naughton as

Co-‐ Founder' of the Innocence Network.
Dr Naughton is in fact

founder of Innocent Network UK
and not the 'Innocence Network',

which is a USA organisation.
We aplogise to Dr Naughton

for this error
and any embarrasment caused.
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George Jensen, a FACT member, recently attended
the Criminal Cases Review stakeholders conference
held in Birmingham on 28th November. Also
present was Mark Newby, a Solicitor Advocate
who specialises in defending cases of alleged
sexual abuse.

Below are brief details of the main speakers, a
summary of their talks and some of George’s
observations.

Professor Michael Zander
Michael Zander took a Double First Honours
Degree in law at Cambridge and a LLM at Harvard
and then worked for a year with Sullivan and
Cromwell on Wall Street. On returning to this
country he qualified as a solicitor in 1961 and
practised briefly in the City before joining the
London School of Economics Law Department in
1963. He was appointed to the Chair in 1977. In
1997 he was made an Honorary Q.C.

For twenty five years (1963-‐1988) he was legal
correspondent of the Guardian for whom he wrote
over two thousand articles. Since 1998 he has been
a freelance legal journalist.

He was a member of the Runciman Royal
Commission on Criminal Justice (1991-‐1993) which
recommended the creation of the CCRC.

Professor Zander said that he believed the CCRC
was doing what the Runciman Committee had
expected but clearly there was room for
improvement. In particular, he argued that the
CCRC was not doing enough over cases where they
had a ‘lurking doubt’ and suggested the
Commission should do more to exercise the Royal
Prerogative power to ask the Home Secretary to
consider a pardon in cases where they had a real
concern.

Mr Steve Heaton
Steve Heaton is a PhD student at the University of
East Anglia, where he is also an associate tutor
and Staff Director of the UEA Innocence Project.
He holds degrees in Psychology and Law and is
better known for his involvement in the TV

programme 'Rough Justice' which investigated
cases where justice appears not to have been done

His interest in miscarriages of justice can be traced
back to the 1970's and the opportunity to research
the topic in depth led him to start a PhD in 2009.

Steve raised to point of “What is so special about
innocence”, how do you define it? Try and you will
encounter many extremely difficult elements
which you require to overcome.

What do we mean when we refer to innocence? Is
it that we did not mean to do whatever it was that
we did? Is it that we did not actually do the deed
but were there at the time etc. etc., and how do
you prove innocence?

Steve’s talk reminded me that I have often
personally challenged the prison attitude to
'deniers' on many occasions. If an act was not
committed then you cannot deny your
involvement; you can say that that act did not take
place, but that is not to deny it. If an act did take
place you may deny your involvement, but if the
claim is false then the act did not take place. It can
become quite complicated.

Then we turn to the factor of being ‘in denial’,
quite a different matter entirely.

As a matter of interest the word denier
(pronounced den-‐e-‐er) is a measurement -‐ a unit
by which the fineness of yarn (especially in ladies
tights or stockings) is measured, equal to the
weight in grams of 9000 metres of that same yarn!

Paradoxically, in my experience, it is not the
accused that is in denial -‐ or telling yarns about
their innocence -‐ but the those who, slavishly,
support accusers, and have abandoned their role
as ‘truth seekers’.

Steve concluded by stating that if you are to make
a referral to the CCRC it is essential that you 'catch
the imagination' with your application and provide
an extremely detailed response. Without essential
factual evidence there is no real possibility of
success.

Criminal Cases Review Commission - Stakeholders Conference
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Ms Angela Flower
Angela Flower was for many years a criminal
defence solicitor in private practice in Birmingham.
A founder member of the Commission’s staff in
1977, she has worked both as a Case Review
Manager and as a Legal Advisor. In November 2012
she became the first member of Commission Staff
to be appointed as a Commissioner.

As well as being a CCRC Commissioner, she holds
additional part time roles as a Judge within the
Immigration Appeals Chamber and as a Judge of
the Mental Health Review Tribunal.

Giving some details about the CCRC itself she
explained that there were were 29.2 caseworkers
at the CCRC. She had never met the point 2
members and wondered what they looked like and
what they did, but who was she to argue with the
statistics?

There are however eight commissioners, six of
whom are lawyers.

The CCRC was ever ready if the case was made, to
revisit and review what they had done in a
previous examination and, if necessary, to request
a judicial review of a case.

For a successful outcome the criteria must always
be: a real possibility of the Appeal Court
overturning the case -‐ lurking doubt about the
safety of the conviction -‐ miscarriage of justice, all
supported by factual evidence and documents.

She explained that if an applicant cannot supply
relevant documents but can make a clear
‘statement of fact’ then the Commission can use
its extensive powers to obtain source documents.

Commenting on her work to date she said that, in
some cases, she had been struck by some glaring
pre trial inconsistencies in investigative procedures
which should have offered a positive defence at
trial but were seldom utilised. In other instances
she had noted there had been a lack of any form of
forensic evidence where one might have expected
it, and an over reliance on mere verbal, rather than
evidence based, allegations. Rather worringly she
went on to say that the lack of availability of legal
aid was resulting in a reduction in the number of
available defence solicitors.

Mr Andrew Rennison M.Sc.
The final speaker was Andrew Rennison who was
appointed by the Home Secretary in February 2008
as the first Forensic Science Regulator. His principal
role is to set and monitor the quality standards for
forensic science in the criminal justice system. In
December 2009 the role was extended when he
was appointed as the interim CCTV regulator to
advise the government on the regulation of
surveillance camera systems.

Earlier in his career he was a serving police officer
for 30 years where he was a Detective Chief
Superintendent in charge of intelligence for the
West Yorkshire Force. He holds a Master's Degree
in psychology and an Honorary Doctor of Science
degree from the University of Bournemouth.

Andrew gave an interesting presentation which
primarily served to flag up the serious issues that
still arise over the closure of the Forensic Science
Service and the need to maintain consistency in
less well-‐regarded expert disciplines.

Looking back on the day I was pleased to see that
the Commission were genuinely interested in
seeking out both positive and negative views from
stakeholders.

I was particularly interested to hear that
applications to the CCRC need not contain NEW
evidence. Tthough I had always considered that not
to be the case many thought otherwise. Therefore
it was good to hear it officially stated. Mere claims
of innocence by applicants to the CCRC and hence
to the Court of Appeal were however unlikely to
succeed.

I was able to raise the matter of 'lurking doubt'.
This started a considerable discussion from the
floor which revealed a high degree of interest and
concern in its application. This led on to a
discussion about issues of ‘due process’.

The terms ‘quashed’ and ‘unsafe’ were referred to
several times as if they were interchangeable. I
questioned whether, in fact, they meant the same.
I must admit that I am not in the least bit happy
with the explanation that, in law, they are the
same and would be interested to hear other views
on this matter.

Another aspect of the CCRC work of which I had
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only a vague knowledge was that the Commission
could, if they should wished, refer a case back to
Appeal Court on several occasions.

Among a number of points raised was the question
of whether the CCRC should be able to obtain
evidence from any source including voluntary
bodies, charities etc. At present they can only
obtain information from such bodies on an
informal basis. The general feeling was that the
CCRC should not be constrained in any way from
seeking any relevant evidence.

Another extremely important matter which was
brought up was the fact that an inadequate
defence was grounds for an application to the
CCRC. Such an application would, no doubt,
require other elements to support such a claim in
order to make it viable but never the less it does
give hope to those who were not well represented
in Court. (I seem to remember that there was a
recent Appeal Court judgement on the matter of
inadequate defence but I am not sure what line
they took.)

It occurred to me that the discussion about due
process might be a possible opportunity for the
members of FACT to try to overturn their
convictions.

FACT members might like to know that FACT has
also submitted its evidence as part of the CCRC’s
Triennial Review.
We are grateful to George for his report and views,
and to the CCRC for their invitation.

Regretfully, we do not have the space to repoduce
in full our submission to the Criminal Cases Review
Commisssion's Triennal Review. This submission,
which was prepared by Dr Ros Burnett, runs to
nearly 16 pages of close type, and can be found on
the FACT web site at http://www.factuk.org/
resources/submissions/ccrc-‐review-‐2012

The submission recognises the importance of the
work the CCRC undertake, particularly in the
current climate when resouces are limited and
justice issues are begining to lag behind in
importance in the minds of politicians and the
general public.

In general the submission focuses on how the
Commission might approach its task in the future.

We have argued that the Commission should
prioritise its work more effectively and take on
more of a leadership role in carrying out (or
commissioning) issues-‐led, or thematic,
investigations into aspects of injustice including
one into the potential for justice to miscarry in the
cases where abuse is alleged in occupational
settings. Our key recommendations are that the
CCRC:

• Should trim down its remit by focusing primarily
on review of Crown Court Conviction cases (as was
envisaged by the RCCJ which proposed the setting
up of the CCRC).

• Should establish a tiered prioritising approach so
that some crucial aspects of all its present work
can be retained, but according to criteria that is
agreed and reviewed by a steering committee.

• Should, where possible, work collaboratively with
other organisations to carry out more fieldwork
investigation to obtain fresh evidence, thereby
reducing the need for laborious record searching.

• Should make fuller use of s.13 which, aside from
the requirement for fresh evidence or new
argument, allows in s.13(2) that exceptionally it
need not be something new.

• Should, in exceptional circumstances, such as
when the evidential landscape has changed or
where there is a ‘lurking doubt’ that a jury might
have reached the wrong decision, make fuller use
of its power to refer cases again, and again.

• Should take more of an issues-‐led approach,
investigating systemic and generic aspects, with a
view to reducing the amount of exhaustive case-‐
by-‐case investigations.

• Should assume more of a leadership role in
seeking to identify causes of types of miscarriages
with a view to pre-‐empting their occurrence.

• Towards the above, should commission or work
collaboratively with research and quasi-‐judicial
centres, such as the Centre for Criminal Appeals.

We are grateful to Dr Burnett for producing FACT's
report, and to all those who assisted her.

Summary of FACT's submission to the
CCRC's Triennal review
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Chris Saltrese Solicitors is a law firm providing a premium service in representing clients accused of
sexual offences and domestic violence, in criminal proceedings.
We have unrivalled expertise in these areas, both regionally and nationally.
Many of our clients face allegations as a result of:-‐

• domestic or relationship disputes • contact disputes

• mental health problems • financial incentives

and have no prior experience of the criminal justice system. Often these allegations involve
uncorroborated, historic allegations.
In this complex arena specialist legal advice and representation is vital especially as recent changes of
law, designed to convict genuine offenders, also put the innocent at greater risk of injustice
We particularly welcome carers, teachers, health care professionals who have been accused of abuse
and are likely to be subject to a criminal investigation.
Where allegations have been made we would be happy to advise, whether or not criminal
investigations are under way

Chris Saltrese Solicitors
mail@chrissaltrese.co.uk 01704 535 512 www.chrissaltrese.co.uk

After a lot of serious thought FACT has now signed

up to twitter. The committee were persuaded to do

so by the fact that many respectable organisations

now see twitter as being essential in getting their

message across and networking with similarly

minded organisations.

FACT has already been able to link up with various

academics, lawyers and justice organisations, and to

raise the profile not only of FACT but also the issues

we care so passionately about.

Why not take a look for yourselves and follow the

various tweets. All you need to do is enter

@FACTukorg in your web browser and you will see

all the tweets. Better still join our community,

anonymously if you wish, and add your four

pennyworth to the discussion.

You'll find it interesting and informative.

It's FACT -‐ or is it?
We have had some useful feed-‐back on our recent

article concerning FACT's name and identity.

Whilst almost everyone would like FACT's name to

remain unchanged the majority do recognise that

FACT needs to do more to attact a wider cross

section of members. Some members however

were against this idea and believe FACT should

return to its roots and be exclusively for 'carers'

and 'teachers' employed in children's settings.

Most however recognised the benefits of FACT

being an organisation for people in the helping

professions who have been accused of abuse

irrespective of whether they work (or have

worked) with children or adults.

With the above in mind plans are in hand to

update the FACT website in order to emphasise

that whilst FACT is primarily geared for falsely

accused carers and teachers members of other

professions who have been falsely accused of

abuse or misconduct are are welcome to join.
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Both the BBC and ITV have, quite rightly, been
condemned for their handling of emerging stories
of alleged child abuse by high profile individuals
linked to the Conservative Party.

Firstly on the BBC, Lord McAlpine, a former
Conservative Party Chairman was wronlgy
identified as an abuser by a serial accuser.

This was then followed up by the Philip Schofield
debacle on ITV when he attempted to ambush the
Prime Minister on live television with the names of
Conservative party figures apparently linked with
accusations of abuse at North Wales children's
homes during the 1970s and 1980s.

Schofield justified his actions on the basis that he
had successfully trawled for these names during
“three minutes cursory glance at the internet”.

The Prime Minister's response was to give
Schofield a mild rebuke saying, “There is a danger
if we are not careful that this can turn into a sort of
witch hunt".

The subsequent uproar not only led to the
resignation of top officials in the BBC and
disciplinary action being taken against Schofield
but also opened up criticisms made in the

Levenson inquiry about the print media, that
journalists will take extraordinary risks just to get a
story.

Since this time the reporting of additional
allegations have been made against Jimmy Savile,
and other celebrities including the late Cyril Smith,
a former M.P.

Whilst the tabloids have had a field day,
profiteering, ironically, from stories of sex, the
broadsheets have adopted a more balanced and
measured approach.

David Aaronovitch felt it necessary to warn us in
The Times (8th November) about our post war
obsession with the sexual abuse of children, and
of danger of creating further injustice.

"In Cleveland in the late 1980s, alongside real

abusers, completely innocent people were deprived

of their children on the basis of the beliefs and a

faulty diagnosis of a paediatrician and social

worker. Not long afterwards there was panic on

Orkney and in cities such as Rochdale and

Nottingham, amid claims that there were networks

of abusers using satanic rituals as a pretext for acts

Sav
ile

Celebrity

Bryn
Estyn
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of abuse, including infanticide and cannibalism.

Books were written, front pages were splashed,

serious conferences convened, in which dark

caverns and human sacrifice were earnestly

discussed.

When it all collapsed, as it had to, what was left

was the continuous problem of the zealous

imposing new histories on the impressionable. The

care workers — sometimes the police — had

implanted and rewarded the telling of fantasies....

When the Newcastle nursery workers Dawn Reed

and Christopher Lillie won their libel case against

an official inquiry team that had accused them of

scores of acts of child abuse on the flimsiest of

evidence, what emerged was a modern Salem of

one accusation breeding the next....

He concluded, as many of us have done, that the
unattractive (complicating) truth is that,
sometimes, people do lie about being abused.
Sometimes it’s for money, sometimes for attention,
sometimes because that’s what they infer their
listeners want to hear. Or they’re genuinely
mistaken. Or fantasy has become solidified as fact,
the dream as daylight.

Nowadays, he says, there are elaborate protocols
to make sure that the testimony of children is
uncontaminated by the prior judgment of adults.

But for someone who may have created their story
years ago, no such safeguard can exist.

This was followed by another article in The Times
(15th November) by Camilla Cavendish, reported
under the banner of "There's No Way Back for the
Falsely Accused".

Like David Aaronovitch she too was critical of the
Home Secretary's knee jerk reaction in ordering an
inquiry into the alleged horrors in Wales without
new evidence. She also poured scorn on the idea
that our response to such allegations has resulted
in children being better protected. Speaking as a
mother she said ..

"We all know the terrible consequences of failing to

protect children from harm but we rarely see the

effects of false accusation. Lord McAlpine has the

guts and cash to sue the daylights out of his

tormentors.

Most accusers simply return to their normal lives.
But life is never normal for those they accused. For
many, the strain can break their relationship. We
rarely hear that side of the story because the
people concerned don’t want to dredge it up. Why
would they? After all, they live in a society that is
far too ready to believe there is no smoke without
fire."

Taking a slightly different tack Daniel Finklestein,
who had previously (14th Nov. ) warned of the
dangers of Macarthy type witch hunts by
politicians reporting allegations of abuse posed the
question in The Times (12 Dec) under the headline
" The Dead Can’t Enter a Plea of Not Guilty"
whether anyone can really know whether Jimmy
Saville, Cyril Smith or indeed anyone is guilty of
child abuse? He said.

"I fear that in our anxiety to put right the mistakes
that were made during the lifetimes of people like
Savile, and in our justifiable anger on behalf of
victims, we may begin to erode something else that
really matters.We may begin to erode the
difference between historical accounts and
criminal proceedings. We may start to prosecute
dead people and find them guilty when they fail
to enter a plea.

Yes, the police think he is guilty and the police are

worthy of respect. But the police always think the

people they charge with offences are guilty; that is

why they charge them. Policing proceeds by

identifying a suspect and then building the

strongest possible case against them. And the more

time the police spend on the case, the more

convinced they become.

In the 15 years between the arrest of Colin Stagg on

the unjustified suspicion that he killed Rachel

Nickell and the admission 15 years later by Robert

Napper that he did it, the police never stopped

believing that Stagg was their man, a belief they
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had held from the moment they set eyes on him.

That’s how policing works. That’s how the mind

works.

And it is the reason why cases are tried in court.

scrutiny .... Yes, there are allegations of a similar

nature from several people. But corroboration by

volume, novel doctrine that it is, has many

dangers .... It is essential to establish that there is

no chance of either deliberate or accidental

collusion between witnesses. Unwittingly the very

process of police evidence gathering can produce

similar allegations.... For the State to revisit old

cases and start changing its mind the moment

someone dies, is deeply disturbing.

Historians now have an important job bringing the

truth to light. But every innocent person needs to

know they live in a society of due process and the

rule of law. And that they can die in peace, without

being taken to court in their coffin."

A similar approach has been taken by Charles

More in an article published in the Daily Telegraph

on 15th January. He wrote ...

The lead headline on the BBC website (14th Jan)

said: “Jimmy Savile scandal: Report reveals extent

of abuse”. Well, I have read the whole of the

report, and I can assure you that it does not.

Like most people, I believe the gist of the report –

in the loose sense that I believe that Jimmy Savile

did horrible, criminal things to young people,

mainly to girls. But this is not exact knowledge: it is

based on the stories which keep being repeated in

the media and on the feeling, which one got from

anecdotes, interviews and documentaries about

Savile when he was alive, that he was sexually

sinister".

Referring to the Levy Report he said ...

"What would be valuable from an official report,

surely, would be actual evidence. This report

contains none, in a sense which a court would

recognise.

The central problem is that the report states that

the investigation – Operation Yewtree – has

“collated all the allegations against Savile,

irrespective of where the offences took place”. It

jumps straight from “allegations” to “offences”. It

assumes that because allegations were made, the

offences were committed. It declares that 214

incidents have now been “formally recorded” as

crimes. It treats allegations as facts. By doing so, it

undermines justice.

Aware of a bit of a difficulty here, the report admits

that “the information has not been corroborated”.

Corroboration would be “considered

disproportionate”, it goes on, given that criminal

proceedings cannot now be brought because Savile

is dead. So all we have are claims. The report seeks

to justify itself by saying that “the patterns and

similarities” of his “offences and behaviours”

reported have “given police and NSPCC staff an

informed view that most people have provided

compelling accounts of what happened to them”.

So, it suggests, the rest of us must believe them.

The report is called Giving Victims a Voice, and it
says repeatedly how dreadful it was that Savile’s
victims were not believed. .... what the report is
really doing is saying, “We’ve talked to these
people, and we believe them. We know what
we’re doing, so you’d better believe us.”

How can we test such assertions? The police have

often been wrong in the past on these matters.

The NSPCC, however expert, cannot know for

certain. This is an exercise designed to show that

those conducting the report have talked to a lot of

people and take the subject very seriously.
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Clarke and Hartland are a well established firm of solicitors
based in Cardiff with over 20 years legal experience

• We provide a range of legal services and also specialise in criminal defence work

• We have developed a reputation for excellence throughout Cardiff and the surrounding area

• We offer personal attention with a professional, friendly, reliable and efficient service and
competitive rates

• We provide high quality legal services which you can rely on

• We are trusted for our high standards of advocacy, knowledge and expertise.

Clarke and Hartland Solicitors www.clarkeandhartland.co.uk

48 The Parade enq@clarkeandhartland.co.uk

Cardiff CF24 3AB Tel: 029 2048 3181

Clarke and Hartland have successfully defended cases where allegations
have been made against carers, teachers, and other professionals

But if they take it seriously, they should interest

themselves seriously in establishing truth. The

report is correct when it says that there used to be

an attitude of mind which dismissed accusations of

sexual abuse far too easily. But it cannot be right

to go so far the other way that every accusation

must be considered true. Yet this is effectively

what the report does. It insists that everyone

referred to in the statistics be described as a

“victim” rather than a “complainant”, yet it cannot

know whether this is an accurate description. It

never expresses the slightest doubt about any

accusation which it has recorded.

Not all the mainstream newspapers have had the

insight -‐ courage to challenge the received view

that any allegations made by an individual must, in

part at least, be true. The 'no smoke without fire'

approach is hardly good journalism yet it persists.

In its coverage of the Waterhouse 'failing's the

Guardian, for example, has given considerable

prominence both to Mr Messham's allegtions and

also to the account given by Alison Taylor, a

former social worker, to the Waterhouse Tribunal.

This compares strikingly with the approach taken

by Bob Woffiden and David Rose in an article in

the Daily Mail entitled the "Astonishing story the

BBC DIDN'T tell you about its troubled star

witness".

What is surprising about their article is not its

polemic style but that all the facts referred to have

been in the public domain for some time. One

would have expected any reputable journalist or

broadcasting authority to have researched this

information before leading with their story.

Irrespective of whether allegations are made

against people no longer living, celebrities, or care

home staff, every reporting agency should, as a

first principle, check every reported fact,

rigorously examine the narratives given and the

motives of those that accuse others -‐ especially

when the accusations are of a historical nature and

cannot be easily proved or disproved.

Perhaps if the BBC, ITV, the wider media, political

commentators, and Government officials had done

this, considerable anguish and expense might have

been saved, and justice would have been served.



The Court of Appeal has ruled that the law requiring

employees to disclose minor convictions to certain

employers is a breach of human rights.

The judgement was made when Liberty, a Human

Right's group highlighted the case of a 21-‐year-‐old

man who was forced to cite decade old warnings

from Manchester Police about two stolen bicycles,

when applying for a part-‐time job at a football club

and a university.

Lord Dyson, Master of the Rolls, who delivered the

ruling, said that while the requirement to state

historic convictions was intended to protect people,

requiring the disclosure of all convictions and

cautions relating to recordable offences was

“disproportionate to that legitimate aim”.

However, he said the ruling would not take effect

until Secretaries of State had decided whether to

appeal.

Even as human rights campaigners welcomed the

news, the government confirmed that it is to

challenge the verdict.

“The protection of children and vulnerable groups

must not be compromised,” the Home Office said.

“We are disappointed by this judgment and are

seeking leave to appeal to the Supreme Court.”

A spokesman for Liberty said the current law is

incompatible with Article 8 of the Human Rights Act,

which stipulates the right to a private and family life.

“This sensible judgment requires the government to

introduce a more nuanced system for disclosing this

type of sensitive personal data to employers.

A FACT spokesman weclcomed the judgement and

said the Government will now have bring in a scheme

which is proportionate. This ruling was very much

about the disclosure of information relating to

police cautions. Its impact on the disclosure of soft

intelligence is by no means clear but never the less

the judgement is welcome.

Falsely Accused
Carers and Teachers

Fighting Injustice
Lobbying for Change

Police Exempt from CRB checks
Following a recent Freedom of Information
Act request it has emerged that the Police
in England and Wales are exempt from
criminal records checks (CRB) checks.

An on-‐line petition has been set up urging
Damien Green, Minister at the Home Office
responsible for the Police, urging him to
ensure that all prospective candates for the
police service are subject to CRB checks.

The on-‐line petition can be accesssed at
http://www.gopetion.com/petitions/uk-‐
police-‐forces-‐should-‐have-‐criminal-‐records-‐
bureau-‐ch.html

Stop Press ...

We are pleased to report that a female
FACT member who was accused of
abusing two children was found not
guilty.


